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In studying the urban environment as an experience of a city, an important role is played by the socio-psychological aspect, which is closely connected with urban design and architecture. Alongside
this, other characteristics of the urban environment that affect people’s perception of space are also important. Studying green building envelopes and their impact on the outdoor environment
is difficult because most qualitative aspects of such elements are not directly measurable and therefore their impact is difficult to determine accurately. However, it is clear that the facade is the
part of the building envelope that is strongly present in people’s field of view because it is mostly part of public space and its visual presence affects the perception of space, its recognizability, and
attractiveness in terms of use.
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ASPECTS RELATED TO
GREEN WALLS
IN URBAN CONTEXT
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ownership, public and private buildings, facades considering as
element of open public space (public realm), stakeholders
system performance, monitoring and maintenance
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sense of space (senses), quality of space perception,
nature in the city (contact with nature)
street greenery, accents, orientation, identity
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Aspects related to green walls in urban context, the research focuses on estimating impacts on people and microclimate - on micro urban scale.

The research explores the green walls and their impact on the urban environment studied - on micro urban scale. The communication of green walls is a metaphor that addresses this topic in
the sense of both the exchange of flows or processes in the physical environment and expressiveness. All this influences people, their perceptions, and indirectly their quality of life in the urban
environment. The challenge is to combine research on social-psychological and microclimate aspect and different methodologies. The main research question is to what extent can green walls
contribute to the quality of urban open spaces in the cities of temperate climate. The identification of possible criteria for measuring the impacts of green facades will be explored.
Part of the study focuses on the incidence of vertical greenery: the public perception and experience of urban space. Different vertical greenery systems have different appearances because of
their physical characteristics (technical support elements, vegetation, etc.). Because vertical greenery is always connected to build structures and surrounding open space, the study explores
how people perceive vertical greenery in the urban environment and whether there is a difference in peoples’ perceptions between spaces with and without vertical greenery facades. A visual
preference survey was utilized in the first part as a starting point for selection of urban spaces to be used in the second part, focusing on microclimate conditions in selected areas and comparison
and evaluation of subjective and objective indicators.
Part of the study - visual preference survey - green walls and perception of space

This research was conducted as part of the project H5-8287 Urban Vertical Green 2.0: Vertical greening for liveable cities – co-create innovation for the breakthrough of an old concept, which were financially supported by the
Slovenian Research Agency. Project is part of the Joint Programming Initiative Urban Europe, within call The Sustainable Urbanisation Global Initiative (SUGI) Food-Water-Energy Nexus; shortened ERA-NET Cofund SUGI.

